The characteristics of snow crystal growth by vapor diffusion at water saturation and in free fall were quantitatively investigated in a vertical supercooled cloud tunnel for periods up to 30 min at temperatures from -3 to -23*.
Introduction
Snow crystal growth by vapor diffusion plays a dominant role in the development of both natural and seeded precipitation. To understand this process, many field investigations have been conducted: there exists a limited amount of information for growth parameters of snow crystals such as mass, dimension and fall velocity (for a summary, see Pruppacher and Klett, 1978) . There are, however, some restrictions with the field investigations: 1) it is impossible to observe continuously the growth of individual snow crystals; 2) it is difficult to determine exactly the effect of different environmental variables upon the growth parameters because of the uncontrolled natural conditions. In order to obtain further knowledge on the growth of snow crystals in the cloud, the growth process must be reproduced in the laboratory under clearly controlled conditions and examined closely. Takahashi and Fukuta (1988, hereafter referred to as TF) measured growth parameters of snow crystals for up to 30 min using a vertical supercooled cloud tunnel, in which a snow crystal could be suspended freely and grown by applying unique aerodynami* cal mechanisms for horizontal stability (Fukuta et al., 1982) . Nevertheless, more data are needed to determine detailed variations of the growth parameters. A work has been carried out to make up for the data deficiency by continuing and extending the previous work of TF. We report the results of the experiments which were carried out for the growth of isolated single snow crystals by vapor diffusion (excluding polycrystalline growth). The measurements were made in more detail and over a temperature range broader than before (-3 to -23*) .
In the analysis, we also address the effects of ventilation and atmospheric pressure on the growth rate and drag coefficient of the snow crystals.
c1991, Meteorological
Society of Japan A vertical supercooled cloud tunnel in which a snow crystal can be suspended freely and grown, similar to that of TF, was constructed. Several minor modifications of TF's tunnel have been included: 1) for fog generation an ultrasonic atomizer was introduced in order to reduce the thermal load from the steam generator; 2) for convenience, each suction chamber was made of an air filter which is commercially available from automotive supplies.
Experiments were carried out under the following conditions: 1) isothermal conditions at temperatures ranging from -3 and -23*; 2) growth time from 3 to 30 min; 3) water saturation. Detailed measurements were made at 10 temperatures from -3.7 to -22.0*. The fluctuation in air temperature was ±0.2* on the average (standard deviation: 0.1*) during 10 min of the growth time and ±0.4* during 20 to 30 min. The cloud droplet size distribution was measured by an impaction method: cloud droplets were about 8 *tm in diameter on the average and the majority of them fell between 5 and 15,*m in diameter. The liquid water content used was about 0.1 g m-3. The present experiments were performed at Hokkaido University, Sapporo, where the average atmospheric pressure is about 1010 mb. This is higher than that of TF's experiments, 860 mb.
As shown in TF, the collected crystal was suspended at the interface between two kinds of heavy oils and photographed under the microscope (Fukuta, 1980) . The photograph was taken not only from the top but also from the side when the crystals were isometric. Later the crystal dimensions were determined on the photograph; the c-axis length of a planar crystal, except a thick plate, was obtained by dividing the crystal mass by the basal plane area assuming the bulk density for the crystal. The mass was estimated by measuring the diameter of the melted crystal. The basal plane area and perimeter for a planar crystal, except a plate, were measured on the photograph using a digitizer.
The fog temperature and the updraft velocity were measured at the upper part of the working/observation section by a thermister thermometer and a hot-wire anemometer, respectively, and monitored by a strip-chart recorder. The recorder was precalibrated as before to give the fall velocity of the snow crystal. where the crystal axial ratio distinguishes plates (a/c*1) from columns (a/c*1). The change of crystal shape with temperature is summarized in Table  1 . The variation of crystal habit was in qualitative agreement with the previous results obtained in the static chamber experiments (Kobayashi, 1957; Hallett and Mason, 1958) , with some differences in the following points: 1) in the present experiment at water saturation dendrites grew between -14.1 and -15.8*,while several percent of supersaturation with respect to water was needed in the static chamber; 2) the crystals obtained between -4.4 and -6 .4* did not have knife-edge but sheath-like tips, while sheath-type crystals grew between -6 and -9* in the static chamber . In the present study, the value of the axial ratio depended on the crystal habit. It reached a maximum at about -14.8* and a minimum at about -5.8*; the value changed by a factor of 1000. Isometric crystals were grown around the transition temperatures of the habits, i. e. at temperatures above -4.4*, between -6.4 and -11.3* and below -18.4* Figure 3 describes changes in the snow crystal shape with time at various temperatures between -3 .7 and -22.0*: the photographs shown for given temperatures are different crystals grown for respective periods of time. The standard deviation of temperature difference among experimental runs was 0.2* on average. Except at -5.3 and -14.4*, growth time was restricted to within 12 to 20 min because riming growth commenced thereafter. .0*, isometric crystals grew. At -3.7 and -8.6*, the basal planes of the crystals were often scalene hexagonal, which may be due to the nucleation method applied for seed crystal generation. In this experiment, ice crystals were generated by adiabatic cooling of air, similar to the method used by TF. Yamashita (1973) found that the majority of ice crystals formed by the above method were scalene hexagonal and trigonal above -9*. .2*, the crystal shapes shifted with time. At -5 .3*, the crystal shape changed from the hollow column (the growth of the edges on basal planes had already been recognized at 3 min of growth) to the bundle of sheaths and eventually to the needle. A plate changed to a sector after 10 min of growth at -12.2*. At -14.4*, dendritic crystals grew: the crystal shape changed from broad branch to dendrite after 5 min of growth. The tips of the dendrite branches were round; but in the vicinity of the marginal temperature of dendritic growth, the tips showed sector-like figures, which was probably caused by a slight difference of vapor supply onto the crystal. At -16.5*, sectors grew first and then sector-like branches developed at the corners; the porosity in the basal plane increased with time. At -18.2*. simple extensions at corners of a plate T. Takahashi, T. Endoh, G. Wakahama and N. Fukuta 17 were recognized after 7 min of growth. Hereafter, these changes of crystal shapes with time will be referred to as "shape enhancement". In the region of planar growth, all crystals were double plates, as pointed out by TF. Except for thick plates, the growth took place preferentially on the larger plate: six branches formed on the plate with a probability of 43 percent at -12.2*, 76 percent at -14.4* and 63 percent at -16.5*. Fukuta et al. (1982) inferred that this preferential growth was related to moisture blocking by the lower plate. It was confirmed, however, from the displacement of focus between both plates determined under the microscope that the crystal fell with the smaller plate oriented downward. Iwai (1983) also found that the smaller plate on the lower side was more stable than that on the upper side. The moisture blocking by the lower plate appeared to be important only at the initiation of the preferential growth. If the upper plate grew slower by the moisture blocking, it was likely that the crystal turned over because of the instability of attitude, and the larger plate would continue to grow because of its better interception for the moisture and flow fields. The probability for six branches to grow out of the one-sided plate became larger with increasing axial ratio owing to the stability of attitude. Thick plates probably did not have stable attitudes and continually turned over; consequently, the two plates grew identically.
b. Crystal mass and dimension Figure 4 shows the variation of crystal mass with temperature for various growth times ranging from 3 to 30 min in the semi-log scale. The crystal mass showed two maxima at about -5.8 and -14.8*, although the former maximum was obscure for growth less than 5 min. These maxima became more pronounced with time, indicating the growth of needles and dendrites (see Fig. 6 ). Figure 5 shows the variation of crystal mass with time at various temperatures in the log-log scale. The relationships can be represented by one or two straight lines. The slopes of nearly isometric crystals grown at -3.7, -8.6, -10.6, -20.1 and -22.0* were approximately Maxwellian with the value of 1.5 for a spherical crystal. The slopes at -5.3, -12 .2 (after 7 min of growth), -14.4 (after 4 min of growth) and -16.5* (after 5 min of growth) were larger than 1.9, suggesting effective water vapor de- position on the crystals compared with that on the isometric crystals. This is probably attributable to the shape effect rather than the ventilation effect discussed later. A maximum growth rate appeared with a needle crystal at -5.8* in Fig. 4 , despite the fact that vapor density difference between water and ice (ambient) there increases with decreasing temperature. At -18.2*, the effect of shape enhancement became obscure within the limits of the growth time in this experiment. Figure 6 shows the variations of crystal dimensions with temperature for different growth times ranging from 3 to 30 min on a semi-log scale. The difference of methods applied for measuring the c-axis length apparently caused the inflections at about -11 and -19* (boundary temperatures between the thick plate and the plate). In 30 min of growth, the dendrite and the needle acquired a diameter of 4 mm and a length of 2 mm, respectively. The growth rates were maximum along the c-axis at about -5.8* (needles) and along the a-axis at around -14.8* (dendrites); whereas, minima were observed along c-axis at about -14.8* and along a-axis at about -4.0*.
The variations of crystal dimensions with growth time at constant temperatures are shown in Fig. 7 . Linear relationships were found in the log-log plot. For the isometric crystal, the lengths along the aand c-axes were approximately proportional to t0.5, suggesting that the axial ratio had remained constant with time. The slopes for the a-axis plot at -12 .2 (after 7 min of growth), -14.4 and -16.5* (after 5 min of growth) and on the c-axis at -5.3* were large compared with those for isometric crystals. The growth along the minor axis did not cease within the limits of present measurement, in agree- Fig. 3. (Continued) ment with the result by Auer and Veal (1970) but not with those by Ono (1969 Ono ( , 1970 and Hobbs et al. (1974) .
C. Basal plane area, perimeter and crystal density Figure 8 shows the variations of basal plane area and perimeter with time for the shape-enhanced planar crystals. Both relationships at each temperature can be represented by one or two straight lines. The slopes became steeper after shape enhancement had started at -12.2, -14.4 and -16.5*. The slope for the basal plane perimeter after the onset of shape enhancement at these temperatures was larger than that for the length along the a-axis (see Fig. 7 ). This indicates that crystal shape becomes more complex with growth. Figure 9 shows the variation of apparent crystal density with the maximum dimension. The apparent density is defined as the ratio of the crystal mass to the volume of the circumscribing hexagonal cylinder, as in Eq. (1) of TF. In the case of the planar crystal, except for the thick plate, the value was estimated as the ratio of the basal plane area to the area of the circumscribing hexagonal plate having an equal diameter.
At -14.4*, the density decreased during the initial stage of growth. After the snow crystal grew more than 0.9 mm, the density became constant. Although the data were scattered, the density at -5 .3* stayed constant as the crystal grew. This was probably because the value had already decreased in the initial 3 min of growth owing to the development of a hollow structure. At -12.2, -16.5 and -18.2*, the densities continued to decrease after the crystals grew to 0.3 mm in size, because shape enhancement commenced. For the isometric crystal, the density decreased slightly with increasing crystal size, which indicated that the hollow structure developed gradually. T. Takahashi d. Crystal fall velocity Figure 10 shows the variation of crystal fall velocity with temperature for different growth times ranging from 3 to 30 min. The estimated accuracy of the crystal fall velocity measurement was *3 cm s-1. The fall velocity values measured in this study were slightly less than those of TF. This may be ric crystal, the fall velocity was roughly proportional to the 1.5 power of the maximum dimension. At the same size, the shape-enhanced crystal fell more slowly compared with the isometric one. Unlike Nakaya and Terada (1935) , the fall velocity did not become constant when the dendrite grew large.
The empirical relationships of crystal growth under constant temperatures obtained using a leastsquares method are summarized in Tables 2-5. 4. Discussion a. Ventilation effect Ventilation of a snow crystal would enhance the vapor flux toward as well as the heat flux away from the growing crystal. It is, therefore, necessary to take account of the effect to crystal growth by means of the above two fluxes when the snow crystal has an appreciable fall velocity in air. The mean ventilation coefficient (*) *is defined as the ratio of vapor mass fluxes between a moving and a motionless crystals (Pruppacher and Klett, 1978) , viz.,* where dm/dt and (dm/dt)0 denote the mass fluxes for the moving and the motionless cases, respectively. (dm/dt)0 can be given by Eq. (2) in TF, where the shape factor (C) may be obtained from McDonald (1963) , and the thermal conductivity of air (K) is quoted from Beard and Pruppacher (1971) , the diffusivity of water vapor of air (D) from Hall and Pruppacher (1976) and the other physical parameters from Smithsonian Meteorological Tables. dm/dt and C are calculated using Table 2 . Figure 13 shows the variation of the ventilation factor with growth time at various temperatures. For the isometric crystal, the factor was approximately unity, that is, the ventilation effect was not evident although the crystal fell faster and received more ventilation. For shape-enhanced crystals, the ventilation effect became noticeable after 7 min growth at -12.2* (sector), 4 min at -14 .4* (dendrite) and 5 min at -16.5* (sector). In the static chamber (Kobayashi,1957; Hallett and Mason, 1958) , dendrites grow only when several percent of supersaturation with respect to water was applied. Hence, the dendrite growth in this experiment was helped by the increased vapor density gradient at the crystal edges by the ventilation effect; this is similar to Keller and Hallett's (1952) and Ohno and Yamashita's (1989) results under forced ventilation. On the other hand, the ventilation effect was not evident in the case of a needle crystal, although the crystal grew up to 2 mm in the c-T. Takahashi, T. Endoh, G. Wakahama and N. Fukuta 25 axis length for 30 min, which is almost the same as the maximum dimension observed in the atmosphere (Pruppacher and Klett, 1978) . This is contrary to the above researchers' results. It is probably occurred because there is a difference of the ventilated direction between their experiments and the present one. For shape-enhanced planar crystals, the factors were less than unity in the early growth stages, suggesting that the values were underestimated. This may be because the real shape factor of the shapeenhanced planar crystal was a little less than that calculated for an oblate spheroid having the same maximum dimension, as pointed out by McDonald's (1963) and Podzimek's (1966) model experiments. It is desirable to compare the ventilation factor of the present experiment with other works. Unfortunately, only a few experiments have been carried out on the ventilation effect of mass and heat transfer with bodies of shapes other than a sphere. Through the study of the rates of heat and mass transfer during the evaporation of water from different stationary particles, Pasternak and Gauvin (1960) found that the factor can be represented by a function of the Schmidt number (Sc) and the Reynolds number (ReL, ), and applied a particular characteristic length L, which is the total surface area of the crystal divided by its perimeter normal to its axis of fall (P). For the planar crystal, L=(2Sb + Pc)/P, where Sb is the basal plane area. Especially, L=a(*3/4 + c/a) for the plate and the thick plate. For other planar crystals, Sb and P were summarized in Table 3 . For the columnar crystal, L=3a( *3a + 4c) /8(a + c), assuming the circumscribing hexagonal column. A comparison of our results with the data compiled by Hall and Pruppacher (1976) is given in Fig. 14 . Both results were in disagreement; in our results, the ventilation factor depended very critically on the temperature or crystal shape. This discrepancy is probably attributable to the following factors: 1) Pasternak and Gauvin's experiment was carried out at a much higher Reynold number (500<Rer.<5000) than that encountered by snow crystals; 2) complicated shapes, such as dendrites, have not been previously treated in any study. Next, the ventilation factor is plotted as a function of the Reynolds number, whose characteristic Fig. 14. Comparison of the present f* vs Sc1/3ReL1/2 with data obtained by Hall and Pruppacher (1976) .
length is along the a-axis in most common use, as shown in Fig. 15 . When the Reynolds numbers exceeded about 2 at -12.2 and -16.5* and about 5 at -14.4*, the ventilation effect became recognizable. Within the limits of this experiment, the Reynolds numbers were less than 4.5 for the isometric crystals and 7.5 for the crystal grown at -18.2*; accordingly, the ventilation effect was not evident. For the same Reynolds number, the ventilation effect at -14.4* (dendrite) was smaller than that at -12.2* (sector) and the effect at -12.2* was smaller than that at -16.5* (sector). Also, the values at these temperatures were smaller than those obtained from sublimating hexagonal ice crystals by Thorpe and Mason (1966) . These results are probably because the air flowed through the openings between branches and thus the vapor density gradient at the crystal corners was made smaller. In the Fig. 15 . Relationship between ventilation factor and Reynolds number based on the length along a-axis. Also shown is the experimental result for hexagonal plates by Thorpe and Mason (1966) . Table 6 . Empirical relationship of ventilation factors (f*) with Reynolds number (Re).
case of the needle crystal grown at -5.3*, the ventilation effect was unnoticeable; this suggests that the flow field around the needle crystal is characterized by the length not along the c-axis but along the a-axis. Empirical relationships for shape-enhanced planar crystals were summarized in Table 6 .
b. Growth o f isometric crystal
The slopes of the relationships between crystal mass and growth time in the log-log plots at -3.7, -8 .6, -10.6, -20.1 and -22.0* were in approximate agreement with the Maxwellian value for the spherical ice crystal, as mentioned in Section 3b. It will be shown below that the Maxwellian slope is applicable in general.
Under water saturation with constant pressure and temperature, Eq. (2) in TF results in On condition that the axial ratio is constant, C * a.
Therefore,
Assuming that a * tk and the apparent crystal density is constant i. e. m * a2c, k=1/2. Therefore, T. Takahashi C. Dimensional relationship Figure 16 shows a comparison of the dimensional relationships between the data obtained from field investigations (Auer and Veal, 1970; Jayaweera and Ohtake, 1974) and those from this study. The relationships in this study were obtained by eliminating "t" from relationships in Table 2 . The present relationships for the needle crystal grown at -5.3* shifted from the curve for a column, to that for the sheath to that for the needle from field investigations. Indeed, in the present study the needle grew from the hollow column via the bundle of sheaths, as described in Section 3a. Needles less than 1 mm in caxis length, observed by Auer and Veal (1970) , probably grew at above water saturation; Jayaweera and Ohtake (1974) pointed out that Auer and Veal's observations were made in regions of convective clouds where air was supersaturated with respect to water because of the updrafts. The relationships at -10.6 and -20.1* coincided with Auer and Veal's result for the thick plate, and the relationship at -18.2* for their plate and sector. At -14.4*, the length of c-axis was smaller than that of Auer and Veal. This may be due to the difference of measuring methods shown in Fig. 12 , with Kajikawa's results (1972 Kajikawa's results ( , 1975 Fig. 12 , with those obtained by Kajikawa (1972 Kajikawa ( , 1975 is given in Fig. 17 . The present relationships for -10.6 and -20.1* agreed fairly well with that of a thick plate, that for -12.2* with the plate behavior and that for -16.5* with the sector behavior, respectively. The fall velocity of the present dendritic crystal grown at -14.4* is smaller than that of Kajikawa. This discrepancy may be attributable to the difference in growth of secondary branches. Table 7 . Empirical relationship of drag coefficient (CD) with Reynolds number. a) Average correlation coefficient is -0.98. Figure 18 shows the variation of the drag coefficient with the Reynolds number at various temperatures. The drag coefficient (CD) is defined by Eq. (7) in TF. The cross-sectional area of a crystal exposed to the flow (S) is the basal plane area for the planar crystal and the a-axis length multiplied by the c-axis length for the columnar crystal. Linear relationships were found in the log-log plot. At the same Reynolds number, the drag coefficient was largest at -14.4* and smallest at -5.3*.
In the case of the thick plate and the plate, CDRe was constant; that is, these crystals behaved as Stokes' particles, as pointed out by TF. The influence of the crystal axial ratio on this relationship is obscure. The slope became gentler when the Reynolds number exceeded 5, i, e., the crystal shape enhancement occurred at -12 .2, -16.5 and -18.2*.
The relationships are summarized in Table 7 .
These relationships are compared with the results of model experiments (List and Schemenauer, 1971; Kajikawa, 1971) , and shown in Fig. 19 . The relationship of the dendritic crystal grown at -14.4* lay between the curves for the dendrite and the stellar crystal of List and Schemenauer. The relationship of the needle crystal at -5.3* changed between two curves obtained by Kajikawa for different axial ratios; this corresponded to the variation of the axial ratio with time: the value decreased from 0.7 at 3 min to 0.07 at 30 min. The drag coefficient of the thick plate and the plate was larger than that of the model hexagonal plate obtained by List and Schemenauer. The reason for this difference may be found in the development of double plates, i. e. hollow structure of thick plates at -3.7, -8 .6, -10.6, -20.1 and -22.0* and the existence of smaller plates on the lower side at -12.2, -16.5 and -18.2* (see Section 3a). (List and Schemenauer, 1971; Kajikawa, 1971 ).
e. Influence o f atmospheric pressure The present and TF's experiments were carried out at Sapporo, Japan and Salt Lake City, U.S.A., respectively, with average atmospheric pressures at about 1010 and 860 mb. The pressure difference is 150 mb. Figure 20 shows a comparison of crystal mass with temperature at growth time of 10 min between both cities. The crystals grown at 860 mb were about 30 percent heavier than those at 1010 mb on average.
In the mass growth equation of a crystal, i. e. Eq. (2) of TF, the diffusivity of water vapor in air depends on atmospheric pressure. It is concluded using Eq. (3) of TF in the case of the spherical ice crystal that the smaller mass at 1010 mb (Sapporo) by 20-30 percent compared with that at 860 mb (Salt Lake City) for the same growth period of time is T. Takahashi 
Conclusions
Snow crystals were suspended individually and freely and grown at water saturation for different time and temperature intervals up to 30 min between -3 and -23* in a vertical supercooled cloud tunnel. The characteristics of isolated snow crystal growth by vapor difusion have been determined. The main results and findings are summarized below: 1) Crystal habits showed the well-known transitions: plates (*-4.0*), columns (-4.0--8.1*), plates (-8.1--22.4*) and columns (*-22.4*). In the case of experiments carried out at about -5.5, -12 , -14.5, -16.5 and -18*, crystal shapes were enhanced with time.
2) The crystal mass and dimensions with time at various temperatures on a log-log plot were found to fall in one or two continuous straight lines. The slope of the above relationship with mass for the isometric crystal approximately exhibited the Maxwellian value of 1.5. The value is applicable to the case of the constant axial ratio and the constant apparent crystal density. On the other hand, the slopes for shape-enhanced crystals grown at about -5 .5, -12, -14.5 and -16.5* were larger than 1.9, suggesting effective water vapor deposition on the crystals.
3) For dendrites grown at about -14.5* and sectors at around -12 and -16.5*, the ventilation effect was recognized. Dendrites grew at water saturation owing to the ventilation effect. On the other hand, the effect was not evident in the case of needle crystals, even those with the natural maximum dimension. This suggests that the characteristic length of the flow field, even around the needle crystal, is along the a-axis. The ventilation effect became strong when the Reynolds numbers exceeded 2 at about -12 and -16.5* (sector) and 5 at about -14.5* (dendrite). 4) The drag coefficient with the Reynolds number was described by a linear relationship on a log-log plot. When the Reynolds number was less than 5, thick plates and plates behaved as Stokes' particles; after the Reynolds number exceeded 5, the decreasing rate of the drag coefficient with the Reynolds number reduced, which agreed with the fact that the shape enhancement commenced. The relationship of the needle crystal changed between curves obtained for different axial ratios by Kajikawa (1971) ; this was in agreement with the shift of axial ratio of the needle crystal during growth.
5) The mass growth rate at 860 mb was 30 percent larger than that at 1010 mb; this could be interpreted as due to the variation of diffusivity of water vapor in air with the pressure difference.
